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Overview of the Year

In September 2020, the DfE Statutory Relationships and Health Education Guidance became statutory. The
HeartSmart scheme, introduced at St Mark’s in 2018, has continued to be used in order for us to be
compliant with the new guidance. They updated all of their lessons inline with the new DfE guidance.

In accordance with the guidance, we have also developed a new RSE policy, which has been through the
consultation process - both with parents and governors. This policy sets out the rationale for the subject,
defines relationships, health and sex education, and sets out how it is taught at St Mark’s.

Staff training has also been delivered to all teaching staff (September 2021) about the new RSE guidance. It
outlined the new policies and guidance to teachers and the importance of covering every HeartSmart lesson
and agreed contextual safeguarding lesson, to ensure full coverage of objectives. Additional HeartSmart
training has been recorded (September 2022) and shared with all new members of staff to explain the
HeartSmart principles and PSHE expectations for St. Mark’s.

Over the last few years, we have developed our Subject Toolkit which outlines all of the objectives we cover
within school - from the RSE guidance, PSHE objectives and the DfE guidance. It breaks down the way
PSHE is taught across the school, term by term and provides a detailed overview of the subject. To ensure
full coverage of the RSE objectives, we analysed every HeartSmart lesson to identify any areas which we
felt needed to be covered in more detail. From this analysis, we planned and resourced additional PSHE
units for each year group including first aid and mental health and wellbeing. Within the subject toolkit, our
chosen contextual safeguarding objectives can also be seen and where they are taught within the school.
These were decided and distributed across the year groups by year group leaders (after multiple meetings)
and include additional units and lessons which we decided were necessary for our children, including bridge
safety and anti-social behaviour. Medium term plans (detailing the HeartSmart lessons, additional PSHE
units and the contextual safeguarding units) have been created and distributed to year group leaders for this
academic year.

Other teams have also developed aspects of PSHE over the last two years too. With the support of SLT, the
Year 6 team rewrote the sex education lessons and parent resources. This scheme used much of the
KAPOW resources - another new scheme recently introduced to St Mark’s. The computing team have also
introduced Natterhub - an online resource to promote a healthy digital lifestyle, underpinning many PSHE
objectives.

HeartSmart@Home was developed as a six week programme for parents and their children too. This taught
parents about the HeartSmart principles, provided hands-on activities and homework tasks for families. It
received really positive feedback from those who took part. Unfortunately due to COVID-19, the programme
has not been delivered again over the last 2 years but it was important to signpost as this has a huge
development in the PSHE subject. The HeartSmart at home programme is to be run again this academic
year.

To ensure we have a clear understanding of the Foundation stage curriculum we met with the year R team
and discussed how PSHE underpins their whole curriculum. This is now reflected in our toolkit.

Curriculum Intent, Implementation, Impact - reflect on your intent, what has been implemented & the impact this has had

Intent At St. Mark’s, our primary aim is for all students to develop an understanding of the ever
changing world in which we live, develop the skills necessary to take an active role in



their community and manage their life effectively, keeping themselves healthy and safe,
being prepared for life and work.

Our curriculum encourages students to understand and have the confidence to make
informed decisions relating to relationships, healthy lifestyles, staying safe and economic
well being. Personal, Social, Health Education is central to our curriculum and runs
predominantly through our worships; it helps children grow and develop as individuals
and as members of families and communities. At St Mark’s, we put character before
qualification, developing every child throughout our PSHE curriculum. Our real hope is
that in all that we do, we are able to put in firm foundations for our children, thereby
making a difference to themselves, to their friends and family, and to the wider
community- both now and in the future.

The emotional health of our pupils is paramount. As part of their character development,
we want our pupils to be emotionally intelligent, resilient and actively empathetic and so
we are using HeartSmart in PSHE to help our children understand and live out what we
believe are excellent principles and practices for growing healthy hearts and minds. It is a
creative way of enabling children to adopt a growth mindset whilst maintaining a healthy
emotional epicentre. Unsurprisingly, the High Five statements closely match our school’s
Christian values and eight learning behaviours as it’s taught across the school.

The intended impact of our PSHE teaching is to enable pupils to develop their emotional
literacy and social skills, being aware of their own thoughts and feelings as they happen
and developing strategies to help manage them. We aim to ensure that pupils leave Year
6 with the skills required to successfully live in today’s world and their next phase of
education.

Implementation The PSHE scheme of work followed is designed as a whole school approach, with all
year groups working on the same theme at the same time. HeartSmart is organised into 6
units, with each unit having 7 lessons.
The 6 themes are –
Autumn 1: Being HeartSmart
Autumn 2: Don’t Forget to Let Love In (including anti-bullying)
Spring 1: Too Much Selfie Isn’t Healthy
Spring 2: Don’t Hold Onto What’s Wrong (previously Don’t Rub It In, Rub It Out)
Summer 1: Fake Is A Mistake
Summer 2: No Way Through Isn’t True

Woven around these HeartSmart lessons are additional PSHE units and contextual
safeguarding units to ensure full coverage of objectives but also to ensure our children
are equipped for growing up within the community local to them. Year group leaders have
detailed long term plans detailing the lesson objectives and resources have been
collected, mostly following the PSHE Association’s recommendations.

Long term planning is overseen by the subject coordinators and, in each year group, one
teacher is responsible for planning of the PSHE lessons.

Much of the lesson is discussion or practical activity based and works towards developing
skills which can be observed in practice throughout the school day. Some HeartSmart
work, including end of term reflection sheets, are stored in Spirituality Journals. Outside of
the PSHE scheme, many other aspects of the school help develop well-rounded and
equipped individuals; positive relationships with staff, celebration of achievements,
outdoor lessons, opportunities to share pupil views, the arts such as choir, enrichment
activities, themed week, nurture groups and work from the pastoral team, e-safety
lessons, first aid, mental health & wellbeing, contextual safeguarding lessons and road
safety lessons.

Impact The scheme of work is designed to enable skills to be acquired throughout the course of
the year and be built upon as each year progresses. The skills acquired are not subject
specific and can be utilised throughout their school life and beyond. The intended impact
is that pupils will also have developed into well rounded individuals who are ready for the

https://www.stmarksprimary.net/HeartSmart/


next stage in their life and education.

What Performance Information do you monitor for your subject? - such as book looks, data, planning, pupil conferencing etc

From September 2022, three children from each year group have been selected and followed through their
journey at St. Mark’s from Year R to Year 6.Each half term, a member of the PSHE team completes pupil
conferencing with these children to discuss each of the HeartSmart principles and their associated learning.
Spirituality journals will also be shared within this time.

The PSHE team have created end of half term reflection sheets for each of the principles covered. The ‘I
can’ statements show progression across Years 1-6. Every child will complete a reflection sheet for each
principle at the end of their learning and these will be recorded in their spirituality journals. The PSHE team
will monitor these.

Each half term when completing assessments, teachers complete a PSHE feedback sheet. This informs
PSHE leaders of any successes, issues or missed lessons within the units covered. The PSHE act upon this
feedback as required.

What was progress like within your subject? - eg - good, assessment shows …

HeartSmart is designed to progress year on year within each high five principle, progression happens
naturally from the delivery of the scheme. We developed progressive ‘I can’ statements for each year group
which can be seen on the end of reflection sheets for each HeartSmart principle.

What THREE questions are you considering for future developments in your subject? - eg - effective fieldwork,
teacher confidence, more engagement, pupil views, units that make the biggest impact and why etc

- How can we use our reading curriculum to further enrich our children’s diet around diversity and
inclusion? Where is this also apparent in the HeartSmart lessons?

- How will the assessment processes take place this year? What progression will be seen across the
year groups?

- How is our PSHE curriculum underpinned by our British Values?

How does your subject help to further develop inclusion and diversity in and outside the school gates? - how
does your subject promote inclusion (SEND, vulnerable pupils, EAL etc) How does your subject promote & bring to life diversity?

- Accessible to all through discussion - not much written recording
- All principles and objectives promote inclusion of all. This underpins all of the HeartSmart principles.
- Two main characters in Boris Book - both different ethnicities

If there was ONE thing you could change or develop in your subject what would it be?

Consistency in delivering all of the PSHE curriculum - including all of the new units.

What resources have you added to support your subject this year and what was their impact on learning? -eg
- new PE equipment, science equipment, history boxes, DT booklets etc.

Boris the Robot book - one per class
HeartSmart @ Home resources
PSHE Association subscription
PSHE Association Lessons - lesson plans and resources
St John’s Ambulance First Aid Lessons - lesson plans and resources
CAP Money Sessions for Year 6
Safe4Me Lessons - lesson plans and resources

What key resources do you still need and why? Maximum of three!

Diversity books for each classroom
Time for monitoring and assessment
More copies of Boris the Robot book - for HeartSmart@Home and Year R starters

Why do we teach what we teach?



What are the
SIX key skills for
your subject?

1. Self- awareness - recognise own worth and being true to themselves (GH,
DFTLLI)

2. Empathy - recognise the worth of others and celebrate differences. (TMSIH)
3. Responsibility - making the right choices and understanding the impact of these

on themselves and others. (FIAM)
4. Resilience and motivation - to set goals and achieve aspirations and able to

manage and deal with changes (NWTIT)
5. Social Skills - forming and maintaining healthy relationships (TMSIH, FIAM))
6. Managing feelings - being emotionally literate.(DFTLLI, DHOWW)

How do you
ensure that
every skill is
taught within
your subject?

● Through HeartSmart, additional PSHE units, contextual safeguarding and
Natterhub

● Progression Mapping documents
● Subject Toolkit
● Extra enrichment opportunities throughout the year - bikeability, school trips,

external speakers

What is your
rationale for the
curriculum
organisation of
your subject?
Inc. time allocation,
how often it is taught,
links to other subjects
& why,

The National Curriculum states all schools should teach PSHE but allows for flexibility in
how this is delivered. The DfE Relationships and Health Education Guidance sets out
specific outcomes.
HeartSmart offers a whole-school scheme of work for weekly, 30 minute sessions that
teach multiple skills and values and complies with the aforementioned DfE outcomes.
PSHE is not only delivered as a stand-alone subject but is promoted and explored in
science, PE, worships, computing, the relationships between staff and pupils and in the
way the school promotes positive behaviour.
Additional PSHE units, contextual Safeguarding and Year 6 Sex Education lessons are
timetabled in addition to this.

What have you
done to confirm
that everything
in the NC is
covered?

Staff training was delivered in September 2022 which outlined expectations to all teaching
staff. Further training videos have been recorded and distributed to new staff.
Our toolkit coverage document also outlines everything.
Tracking documents have been completed and HeartSmart have been analysed to
identify potential gaps within the curriculum and additional units and guidance to teachers
have been provided as a result of this.

Describe what a
good learner of
your subject
looks like when
they leave St
Mark’s. What are
the key components of
a good learner in your
subject?

● Have an understanding of their rights and responsibilities and act on these.
● Show empathy and display our British Values, being respectful and tolerant.
● Be equipped with strategies for regulating their emotions and achieving physical

and mental health.
● Know how to stay safe in multiple situations including online.
● Have the communication skills to make and maintain relationships effectively.
● Be keen learners with excellent listening skills and a positive attitude.
● Demonstrate resilience to positively face change
● Being proud of who they are as an individual - knowing and accepting their own

identities.

What does marking, feedback and assessment look like in your subject? - think about Live Feedback, FAGS etc.

At present, PSHE is a nonbook subject however spirituality journals are used for some recording. Teachers
are encouraged to provide positive, constructive verbal feedback during class discussion and independent
tasks.
We have introduced end of unit reflection sheets to all year groups, which are progressive..
How we see the children managing emotions and relationships within the school environment also feeds into
this assessment as we build effective relationships and get to know our children.
Three children from each year group are selected and followed through their journey at St. Mark’s from Year
R to Year 6. Each half term, a member of the PSHE team holds a pupil conference with these children to
discuss each of the HeartSmart principles and their associated learning. Spirituality journals will also be
shared within this time
An end of half term Google document is filled in by every class teacher to feed back successes and
challenges for each unit of PSHE.



How do you know marking, feedback and assessment has been effective for children’s progress?

Pupil conferencing and book looks will show progression and development across the year groups.

What provision do you make for SEND & vulnerable children in your subject? - how is work scaffolded, how might tasks
be adapted?

By building relationships and knowing our children, we are able to identify which children are in need of
challenge or support. By observing them in their relationships and their learning, we know our children. We
all preempt sensitive subjects before delivering lessons and adapt resources for dyslexic children (through
coloured slides and worksheets)

How do you ensure ‘challenge’ for all in your subject and in particular those who are GDS? - what could children
who progress quickly or already know things be challenged?

By building relationships and knowing our children, we are able to identify which children are in need of
challenge or support. By observing them in their relationships and their learning, we know our children. Then
through discussions within class, and prompting deeper answers where needed, the children are challenged
appropriately.

What training and development have you received in your subject? - courses, books read, social media followed, subject
associations joined etc.

- 1 year subscription to the PSHE Association
- Self led research
- Mary Myatt training session

How has this training and development impacted the learning and progress of children?

This research and subscription enabled us to write the SRE policy. We have also drawn upon the PSHE
Association resources to support our delivery of additional resources which we feel HeartSmart does not
cover in enough detail.

What barriers to developing your subject have you encountered and how have you overcome these? - If you
haven’t overcome these, you may want to write what would help.

We know what should be happening and what teachers should be delivering, as documented in the PSHE
Toolkit. We have now looked through every HeartSmart lesson and planned additional lessons for where
gaps have been identified.
Finding the time in the jam-packed curriculum to fit in all of this PSHE work will continue to be a challenge
for year groups. Ensuring full coverage will continue to be a focus for PSHE leads.

What makes your subject ambitious?

PSHE has a vitally important part to play in children’s personal development, both within school and the
wider world. It is woven throughout our school values, learning behaviour, vision and ethos. An ambitious
and effective PSHE curriculum supports children to be happy, healthy and safe, regardless of their
background. Through our pupil premium and SEND provisions, we strive for high expectations and
aspirations for all of our children - championing them throughout their primary school journey. Our curriculum
teaches children to develop the knowledge, skills and attributes they need to keep themselves and others
safe and healthy. It prepares them for later life and future employment within British society. Our whole
school events (including our annual Careers Fair) and themed days and weeks (including Mental Health &
Wellbeing Week, Culture Days, Awareness days and Science Week) inspire many of our pupils. PSHE helps
children form positive attitudes and beliefs about friendships, relationships, feelings, acceptance of others
and self, whilst encouraging them to make responsible and informed decisions about their own health and
wellbeing. It teaches rights and responsibilities, builds resilience, and supports mental health and wellbeing.

What makes your subject tailored for St Mark's children?

In order to personalise our PSHE curriculum to our children, we researched a variety of PSHE schemes and
approaches and chose HeartSmart as our main driver. It matches the ethos, Learning Behaviours and
Christian Values of our school - it was a perfect fit for us. To further personalise the curriculum, our Head
Teacher met with local PCSOs to determine, from their perspective, the main challenges facing our young



people in our local area. We also then met as Year Group leaders to discuss other challenges we deemed
our young people to be facing. These discussions then informed our contextual safeguarding units. All PSHE
units have been carefully placed in each year group to best fit the maturity and emotional needs of the
children according to age. We also respond and adapt as needed to our children’s needs - for example
teaching additional ‘Pants are Private’ lessons as needed and bringing Puberty units forward when
necessary for individual cohorts of children. As a school we also support Awareness Days to draw attention
to needs that children in our school or local community may have including Autism Awareness and Odd
Socks Day (Down Syndrome awareness).

What are the key aspects of your subject that you want children to learn?

We want our children to leave us ready to successfully navigate the world ahead of them. The key aspects
we strive for are:

● To recognise their own worth and be true to themselves.
● To recognise the worth of others and show acceptance to all.
● To understand the impact of their choices on themselves and others, making good choices as a

result of this.
● To aim high and develop the skills and resilience they need to achieve their aspirations.
● To form and maintain healthy relationships.
● To be emotionally literate young people.

What does SEN look like in your subject?

SEND children access our full PSHE curriculum within our PSHE lessons. The lessons usually don’t require
recording but on the occasions that they do, activities are differentiated, adult support and additional
resources are provided as needed. Children model to each other through lessons and discussions allow all
children to participate. All staff adapt lessons as needed for the individual needs, lives and experiences of
our children.

For children who are struggling to secure aims of the PSHE curriculum, social groups and work with the
pastoral team are used to support as required. Groups include having a focus on:
*superboys (assertiveness)
*supergirls (assertiveness)
*anger
*fairness and taking turns
*self-esteem
*friendship and social skills
*worries and anxieties
*zones of regulation

The Bridge provision in our school takes a completely personalised approach to PSHE and this underpins
the way that all of these children are supported in accessing the curriculum. When a new child joins the
Bridge provision, PSHE is the first lesson that they will access in the main classroom due to the low demand
and the development of self and relationships approached within these sessions. These children have
trauma-informed personalised curriculums to develop their sense of self with a focus on regulation (moving
from co-regulation to more independent regulation) and the development of individualised toolkits to help
them develop as young people. This level of adult expertise allows other staff to draw upon advice when
requiring support for other SEND children too.

Starting in September 2023, the PSHE team will develop an SEND curriculum for Puberty and Sex
Education to appropriately support the needs of the children moving into Upper Key Stage 2.

What are the key elements of your action plan for Jan 2022 - July 2022?

- To introduce reflection/assessment documents for the end of each principle for every child -
Completed

- To decide on the use of High Five Principles and update resources accordingly - Completed
- Look at depth of lessons - audit lessons against key RSE objectives to check the ‘depth’ of the

lesson is as much as we would like. Provide guidance for staff as necessary. - Completed
- Monitor delivery of HeartSmart, RSE, contextual safeguarding and sex education.



What are the key elements of your action plan for Sept 2022 - July 2023?

- Monitor delivery of HeartSmart, RSE, contextual safeguarding and sex education - Pupil
Conferencing completed Autumn 1, Autumn 2, Spring 1. Teacher feedback sheets completed
Autumn 1, Autumn 2, Spring 1.

- Deliver HeartSmart@Home - Completed March 2023
- Delve into coverage of British Values within the PSHE curriculum
- Develop diversity within the PSHE curriculum and the wider classroom environments
- Mapping coverage, shared language and knowledge retrieval of the PSHE curriculum
- Work with our Pupil Premium children to develop their sense of self and empower them - On-going
- (Starting 2023) Due to the needs of children moving into Upper Key Stage 2, develop a SEND

programme for puberty and sex education.


